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Drastic reduction of carbon emissions is vital if we are to avoid a catastrophe that devastates large
parts of the world. Governments and businesses have been slow to act - individuals need to take the
lead now if we are to avoid climate chaos. Each Westener is responsible for an average 10 - 20
tonnes of carbon emissions each year (depending on where you live). In How to Live a Low-Carbon
Life, Chris Goodall shows how easy it is to take responsibility, providing a comprehensive, one-stop
reference guide to calculating your CO2 emissions and reducing them to a more sustainable 2
tonnes a year. This fully revised and expanded new edition takes into account new government
targets on emissions reductions and includes up-to-date calculations and extensive graphics clearly
laying out the path to a low-carbon life. : Review: 'This book is the carbon-reduction bible. Accept
no imitations.' - Mark Lynas, author of Six Degrees: Our Future on a Hotter Planet : 'This is the
definitive guide to reducing your carbon footprint.' - New Scientist : 'Valuable ammunition for those
who want to do something about global warming.' -...
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Reviews
Simply no words and phrases to spell out. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Pr of. Ma udie Ziema nn
Absolutely one of the best book I have ever study. It is actually writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this pdf to understand.
-- Ga r r y Q uig ley
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